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Why do dancers get injured so often?

A new film, due to be premiered at the Prix de Lausanne, raises a question: why aren't we
doing more to preserve the careers of our dancers?

Royal Ballet star Alina Cojocaru 

By Rupert Christiansen

10:50AM GMT 24 Jan 2014

For any teenage Billy Elliot or Darcey Bussell , there can be no higher goal than winning one of

the top awards at the Prix de Lausanne, a global competition for young ballet dancers on the cusp

of their professional careers, held annually in the Swiss city every January for the past 40 years.

The prizes include scholarships and apprenticeships to the top companies and academies, and the

roll-call of past laureates includes such luminaries as Carlos Acosta, Adam Cooper, Alina

Cojocaru, Christopher Wheeldon, Diana Vishneva, Benjamin Millepied and Laetitia Pujol.

Sadly, when this year’s rounds start next week, nobody from Britain will be competing: Jay Jolley,

Acting Director of the Royal Ballet School told me that although the RBS greatly values its

association with the Prix and welcomes its scholars and apprentices, “curriculum demands” make it

impossible to allow its own students to take the necessary time off. So instead there will be an

ever-increasing number of entrants from schools in Japan and China: the faces of ballet’s future.
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But Britain will be contributing in another way. As part of the programme of events surrounding the

competition, Patrick Rump: Sports Scientist, a remarkable new short documentary film produced

by Angela Bernstein and Nigel Wattis, will be screened for the first time.

It focuses on the work of the titular character – a staggeringly handsome young German with a

background in martial arts, who has pioneered radically new programmes for rehabilitating injured

dancers which also improve performance, endurance and technique.

Both the Royal Ballet and English National Ballet have taken Rump’s regime to heart, and dancers

such as Tamara Rojo, Alina Cojocaru and Federico Bonelli talk evangelically about his methods,

based in computer profiling and microscopically precise diagnosis rather than the more hit-and-

miss folklore that balletic physiotherapy has long suffered from.

In the words of William Forsythe, the choreographer and director of the Forsythe Company who

first discovered Rump’s talents, “What Patrick does is not 'sort of’ or 'I believe’. It’s expert. It’s

science.” But he’s clearly a man with the intuitive genius of the true healer too.

The film contains shocking evidence of the musculo-skeletal damage that dancers do themselves as

they mould and drill their bodies to comply with the rules of a cruel and exacting discipline: the

unself-pitying courage and honesty with which they talk about plates, rods, pins, braces and

crutches puts one in mind of wounded soldiers rather than exquisite artists. As Margot Fonteyn

once said, “if audiences knew what pain the dancers were enduring, only people who enjoyed

bullfights could bear to watch it.”

Another issue which the film raises is the deeper question of why these injuries occur with such

frequency in the first place. Ballet has for centuries been taught by its high priests like a sacred

mystery, shut off from medical analysis of its principles. Given the horrendously high rate of

injury it seems to entail (mostly related to repetitive strain rather than sudden accident), isn’t it

time that a comprehensive review, informed by modern physiology, was made of its theories and

practices?
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